Y5 Curriculum Planning Document – W/C 18th May 2020
Mathematics
Please use the following White Rose resources which will focus on content that pupils would have
experience in school during the Summer Term. This content that is covered links directly with our current
mathematics scheme within school, Power Maths, just delivered in a different format.
Using this link - https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-5/- please access the ‘Summer Term – Week
2 W/C 27th April’ tab to access the 5 different lessons for this upcoming week. It’s really important you
scroll down and access the correct weeks learning which should match up with the headings listed below:
Lesson 1 – Adding decimals with the same number of decimal places
Lesson 2- Subtracting decimals with the same number of decimal places
Lesson 3- Adding decimals with a different number of decimal places
Lesson 4- Subtracting decimals with a different number of decimal places
Lesson 5- Maths Challenge
There is a video for each lesson that children can watch prior to completing the downloadable activity. The
independent activity and the answers are also located next to the video – please make sure that your child
records their answers in their exercise book provided by school – there is no need to print any resources!
We have also included some Challenge activities below for those wanting to stretch themselves with
their maths. Answers attached at the back of the pack.

English (Reading, Writing and SPaG)
Writing
Talk for Writing Unit of Work (Maria Rhi)
This booklet was sent last week so you should have already completed 5 of the activities and have 5 left.
This week you need to continue to work through this booklet. Each booklet contains a story and activities
which are linked to it. Activities include spelling, grammar and writng for different purposes. We think your
children will really enjoy this as it allows them to be creative!
You do not need to print the booklet as the activities can be completed in their exercise books. Please find
the booklet uploaded to our school website under our class headings.
Have fun!

Below we have included additional reading and SPAG activities
which can be completed daily. It’s up to you whether you want to complete these aswell as the Talk for
Writing Unit of Work.
SPaG
We have included 5 SPaG questions enough for one a day.

Reading
Monday: Explain
Read the passage and watch the clip then explain why the world was shocked when Steve Irwin died from
a Stingray sting to the heart.
Stingray
As the world found out in 2006 when ‘ Crocodile Hunter’ Steve Irwin was stabbed in the heart by a stingray
barb, in the wild this creature, which lives on the sandy ocean floor, doesn’t like being messed with – and
won’t give any warning before launching a split- second attack with its 8 – in. spear laced with venom.
Touch or step on a stingray by mistake and its tail will whip up in a relax action, plunging its barbed stinger
deep into your leg, arm, abdomen or chest. The venom causes swelling and excruciating pain, but it if then
travels in the blood to the chest – or worse, if the bard has impaled the heart itself – death is just seconds
away.
Although completely unprovoked attacks are unheard of, every year stingrays injure thousands of people,
killing at least a dozen.

Watch the following link:
https://abcnews.go.com/Archives/video/sept-2006-steve-irwin-dies-10909681
Tuesday: Vocabulary
Read the passage and highlight any words you don’t understand. Then use a dictionary or goggle to find
the definitions of the words below.
parasite:

diagnosed:

lurking:

chronic:

violently:

Assassin Bug
This small, brown blood-sucker, also known as the ‘kissing bug’, carries the parasite that causes Chagas
disease, a potentially deadly illness which results in life – threatening digestive disorder and chronic heart
failure. Many victims become violently ill almost immediately after being bitten, waking up with swollenshut eyes and blistered skin, vomiting and struggling to breathe.
Others don’t show any signs for years, with the disease lurking in their blood only to surface twenty to
thirty year after the initial bite. Once Chagas is diagnosed, two – thirds of people will have irreversible
heart damage, including dilated cardiomyopathy, which cause heart rhythm abnormalities and result in
sudden death.

Wednesday: Retrieval
Read aloud to a grown up for 20 minutes. Can they ask you questions about what you’re reading to check
your understanding?

Thursday: Retrieval/Vocabulary
Great White Shark
It’s the ocean’s ultimate predator: powerful, streamlined body, a mouth full of terrifyingly sharp, serrated
teeth and super senses that can detect a single drop of blood from over a mile away.
A great white can grow up to 6m long – the same as two saloon cars parked end to end – and can weigh as
much as 3 tonnes. It attack its prey by propelling itself through the water at speeds of up to 40 mph, before
taking a single huge bite.
But despite its fearsome reputation, the great white doesn’t actually prefer to eat humans. Experts believe
that most great white attacks are test bites to see if the thing splashing about in the water is worth eating
or not. The problem is, a quick nibble by a great white almost always means permanent disfigurement.
Read the passage and then answer the retrieval questions.
Q1: Find a copy down a word from the text that means a Great White Shark is strong.

Q2: How long can a Great White Shark grow?
Q3: How much does a Great White Shark weigh?
Q4: Why wouldn’t you want to get bitten by a Great White Shark?
Friday: Fluency
Black Mamba
Africa's black mamba is not only the deadliest snake in the world, it is also the fastest, capable of reaching
speeds in excess of 12 mph - that's faster than most people can run. Combine their terrifying speed with
the fact they are nervous. highly aggressive and equipped with enough venom in just one fang to kill 40
men, it is easy to see why the mere mention of the legendary snake evokes fear.
When about to attack, the black mamba - which cab reach up to 14 ft (4.3m) long - stands up, raising up to
two thirds of its body off the ground, while opening its jet - black mouth wide and letting off a menacing
hiss. The mamba strikes up to 12 times in a row, pumping more lethal venom into its victims with every
blow. Without antivenom, the death rate from a black mamba bite is 100 per cent.
Weekly Spelling List
Green Group:

Blue Group:

Profit

catalogue

Prophet Stationary

Red Group:
colleague league

thank

rug

brush boss pen

Stationery Who’s Whose

dialogue fatigue intrigue

fall king crash dog bag miss

Wary Weary Farther Father

meringue plague

sleep dish wish

Morning

Mourning

tongue

Principal

Principle

vague

rogue
vogue

Activity:

Activity:

Activity:

Make sure
that you
know the
meaning of
each word,
you might
use a
dictionary to
help you.
Find and
write your
own
definition for
each word
into your Big

Make sure that you know the meaning of each
word, you might use a dictionary to help you. Find
and write your own definition for each word into
your Big Yellow Workbook,

Can you write the plural for each picture
and put the plural into a sentence? Write
your sentence into your Big Yellow
Workbook in your neatest handwriting.
Underline or highlight your plural word in
each sentence.

Can you use each word correctly in a sentence?
Play the loop card game.

Yellow
Workbook,
Can you use
each word
correctly in a
sentence?

Other Curriculum Areas
Beast Creator! – Our new cross-curricular topic for Summer Term 1.

We have recommended 6 different activities that you could
have ago at doing.
These activities are optional but are based around what we would have been doing in topic at school.
PE - https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAxW1XT0iEJo0TYlRfn6rYQ - Joe Wicks provides a 30 minute
workout every morning from 9:00am. This is a great way to start your morning, I have done these myself
and they are challenging! The stream goes live from 9:00am, so don’t miss it! Or you may prefer to have
ago at cosmic yoga - https://www.youtube.com/user/CosmicKidsYoga
ICT- We have attached a link to teach computing org. If you follow the link you can access home learning
using the programme Scratch. https://teachcomputing.org/home-teaching/key-stage-2
Science- Imagine you have invented a poison that would eliminate a certain minibeast forever, suggesting
why this is necessary. Consider: What would happen to food chains and habitats? Would it affect humans if
a minibeast disappeared? How? A spider is an in interesting minibeast to consider.
Science- Read the questions and write the correct minibeast in the appropriate box.

Spanish – Visit lightbulb languages website (https://www.lightbulblanguages.co.uk/home-spanish.htm)
Scroll down to find video clips

Watch Spanish 13 clip: saying 6 minibeasts. Practise saying the 6 minibeasts.
Challenge 1: Draw a picture of the 6 minibeasts and label the names of the minibeasts in Spanish.

Watch Spanish 14 clip: saying numbers up to 15. Practise saying the numbers.
Challenge 2: Play some of the games recommended to practise numbers up to 15 (click link at the side of
the clip)

Watch Spanish 15 clip: saying colours, numbers and shapes. Practise saying the colours, numbers and
shapes.
Challenge 3: Play some of the games recommended to practise the colours, numbers and shapes.
Complete the counting activity (click link at the side of the clip)

Watch Spanish 16 clip: saying 8 animals. Practise saying the 8 animals. Sing along to the song (click link at
the side of the clip)
Art from Miss Hunt – Miss Hunt has put together a weekly art activity to get on with. This week your
activity is on drawing plants in pencil.

Now it’s your turn to have ago a drawing a plant.

Feel free to send pictures of this week’s home learning that your child has completed.
Mr Silverton– class11teacher@charnockhallacademy.co.uk
Miss Monger- class12teacher@charnockhallacademy.co.uk
We look forward to seeing your home learning!

Maths Challenge Answers:

